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he notion that home and work environments influence our health is well
known. Interestingly, the ancient science of Maharishi® Sthapatya Veda™ design has
addressed the need for life-supporting environments for several thousand years. It is
derived from the timeless wisdom of the
Veda—knowledge in Sanskrit—source of the
widely practised Transcendental Meditation®
technique founded in the West by Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi over 50 years ago.
Working with many experts Maharishi has revived
Vedic Architecture in its purity and correctness to
a practical, modern building science available to
anyone planning a home or office: The Maharishi
Sthapatya Veda Consultation Service (see below).
Vedic Architecture includes the modern green and
sustainable ideals of non-toxic, natural building materials and renewable energy options, but goes far
beyond that. Its aim is to enable people to live and
work in buildings and communities that promote
health, happiness and prosperity—in short, to create Good Fortune for the individual and society.

A R C H I T E C T U R E

Your home can
create an influence
of good health,
prosperity and
peace
— it can bring
good fortune
to your life.

Vastu—correct orientation,
placement and proportion

According to Vedic Architecture, many misfortunes and even diseases arise from lack of proper
orientation of the structures in which people live
and work, and from fundamental violations of
Natural Law inherent in structural design.

Vastu—a Sanskrit word that means “holistic
structure of Natural Law”—offers a detailed
understanding of the relationship between the
owner, the building, its location, and the immediate as well as distant environment—including the
sun and planets in our solar system.

Vedic Architecture factors in the topography, shape,
size and other characteristics of a building site to
determine the best position for the building.
Each direction brings a particular influence and
Vedic Architecture uses this knowledge to determine a structure’s proper orientation as well as
the placement of its rooms and furnishings.

Vastu Coordinators

Prospective home or office builders and developers are cordially invited to contact a local Vastu
Coordinator for more information about the
benefits of Maharishi Sthapatya Veda and how
to proceed with a development.
Please visit : vedicarchitecture.com.au to
locate your nearest Vastu Coordinator.

The Maharishi Sthapatya
Veda Consultation Service

This follows your initial contact with
a Vastu Coordinator and provides full
advice to everyone desiring to build
in accord with Natural Law.
Clients may include owners, developers or builders. The Consultant guides
you carefully through the processes
involved in establishing your FortuneCreating Building.

A Glowing Testimonial
“I have been in my home for one year now. The
reality of living in a Fortune-Creating home is so
much more than I had ever considered. It has so far
exceeded my expectations that I can’t really find the
right words to express it.
“From the moment I moved into my house, my good
fortune increased. Not doubled, not quadrupled, but
much greater than that. I have to adjust to the reality that my desires get fulfilled very quickly now.
“In many instances, I barely have identified the
desire before it is fulfilled. The gap between having
the desire and the fulfilment of the desire has shrunk
to almost nothing. Things that used to be difficult to
organize now organize themselves with virtually no
effort on my part.
“During the first year in my house, there has been
such abundance in my life that I haven’t had to
decide between fulfilling one desire and fulfilling
another desire. Nature has become so bountiful that
I can move forward on all levels, leaving behind the
smallness of either–or thinking.
“There is a precious feeling that develops between
the Fortune-Creating house and the owner of the
house. My experience is that my home is a totally
safe, secure refuge, a sanctuary of purity and stillness and happiness.
“I feel that my house protects me, not only when I
am in it, but even when I am away from it. When I
am not at home, I carry my house in my heart, and
somehow, I feel like my house has me in its heart. I
feel nourished by my house, supported by my house,
cared for by my house. Also, I find that doing things
for my house brings happiness — simple household
chores become fun and fulfilling activities because it
is for my house.”—
 C.P., Iowa resident, USA

Architecture in Accord with Natural Law
brings significant positive benefits:
• more clear and creative thinking
• better decisions
• happier and healthier
• more alert and refreshed through the day
• more restful and refreshing sleep
• more energy and less fatigue
• less stress and greater peace of mind
Improper Home Design and Construction
can cause such negative influences as:
• anxiety, depression
• illness, chronic disease
• blocks to creativity
• bad luck, financial loss
• obstacles to progress and success
• disharmony in relationships and breakdown of family
antisocial
behaviour and even criminal
•
tendencies
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